Therefore, they have developed a highly responsive, flexible and dynamic physiology, which allows them to function under short-and long-term fluctuations and rapid changes in their natural environment. In plants evolved natural capacity to absorb more light energy than that required for photosynthetic CO 2 assimilation. 1 Therefore plants have nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) and photochemical quenching (q p ), mechanisms that control dissipation of absorbed light energy in excess 2-5 and reactive oxygen species (ROS) metabolism. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] There are living trees that germinated long before Jesus Christ was born. What sort of life wisdom evolved in plants to make it possible to survive and propagate for so long a time in the same place they germinated?
Therefore, they have developed a highly responsive, flexible and dynamic physiology, which allows them to function under short-and long-term fluctuations and rapid changes in their natural environment. In plants evolved natural capacity to absorb more light energy than that required for photosynthetic CO 2 assimilation. 1 Therefore plants have nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) and photochemical quenching (q p ), mechanisms that control dissipation of absorbed light energy in excess [2] [3] [4] [5] and reactive oxygen species (ROS) metabolism. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] There are living trees that germinated long before Jesus Christ was born. What sort of life wisdom evolved in plants to make it possible to survive and propagate for so long a time in the same place they germinated?
When photosystem II (PSII) is exposed to excess light, acidification of the lumen increases and singlet oxygen stages ( 1 O 2 ) are generated in the higher extend among of the many other singlet stages of chlorophyll and carotenoids molecules. Due to basic quantum physics law, the Pauli exclusion principle, higher levels of 17 Thes results
17
( Fig. 1A and B) indicate that PEPS can regulate and coordinate specific, emergent and dynamic in time ΔpH and NPQ local and systemic changes ( Fig. 1A and B ) that trigger further concomitant changes in the pattern of gene expression. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 17 Cellular automation is an algorithm that can regulate pattern of these changes, but quantum-redox light-sensing mechanism in PSII with PEPS circuits and cellular light memory define algorithm of changes (like cellular automation programing). In other words, plants can store and use information from the spectral composition of light for several days or more to anticipate changes that might appear in the near future in the environment, for example, for anticipation of pathogen attack. Therefore, plants have to possess a mechanism for processing the memorized
Foliar NPQ Pattern, Photoelectrochemical Signaling and Light Memory
NPQ is immediate mechanisms that convert excess of absorbed light energy (absorbed in a form of electron resonance induced in chlorophyll molecules organised in light harvesting complexes) into a heat and subsequent hormonal signaling. In Arabidopsis thaliana rosettes partially exposed to excess light, changes in NPQ were observed and indicated for higher photooxidative stress, in both directly exposed leaves and leaves undergoing SAAR ( Fig. 1A and B) . Changes in NPQ varied, in some leaves with the lowest NPQ values in the central vein region and the highest values towards the edge of the leaf ( Fig. 1A and B) . Furthermore, we detected sectors of different NPQ values in leaves undergoing SAAR, but in leaves that were directly absorbing light energy in excess, NPQ was strongly reduced and its foliar gradient was flattened (Fig. 1B) . Such a pattern of NPQ in leaves undergoing SAAR is, however, similar to that observed in control plants, but it is characterized by a higher gradient differences and lower average NPQ. Acidification of the chloroplast lumen is prerequisite to induce NPQ changes. 4, 5, 13 Therefore, pattern of changes in NPQ exactly reflects pattern of prior changes in ΔpH across thylakoid membrane in chloroplasts. This requires a very precise signaling mechanism that regulates and coordinates which chloroplasts in which group of cells or leaf sector should have lower or higher pH value in the chloroplast lumen. It is also known that different pH values in the chloroplast lumen differently change the redox status of the photosynthetic electron carriers and differently regulate/deregulate retrograde chloroplast to nucleus signaling that depends on the e.g., redox status of the plastoquinone and glutathione pools (reviewed in refs. 8, 9, 12, 18 and 19) . Taking into consideration the foliar pattern of NPQ and its regulatory role for the redox status of the photosynthetic electron transport components it regulates/deregulates nuclear gene expression in a similar pattern as observed for NPQ. 17 Peak and colleagues 28 demonstrated that changes in chlorophyll inducing state transitions and other light acclimatory mechanisms. 11, 13, [22] [23] [24] Plants are able to integrate and simultaneously process multiple stimuli and prioritize their responses. 12, 16, 19, 20, 25, 26 Light acclimation processes in plants act to dissipate excess of absorbed light energy and optimize photosynthesis under variable light, temperature and humidity conditions. Plant leaves solve their problem of optimal gas exchange, transpiration and photosynthesis, in a way similar to that defined by the algorithm of the cellular automation. 27, 28 Cellular automation, proposed by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern in 1944, 27 is a mathematical model for a dynamic system that is discrete in time and in space. It depends on local interactions, but global phenomena emerge due to predefined local interactions. Therefore the finding of Peak and colleagues 28 implies that there must be a molecular mechanism (hardware) that coordinates functioning of signaling networks that govern light acclimation, immune defenses, photosynthesis, transpiration and subsequent developmental processes in plants. Despite the importance of this information, surprisingly little is known about these signaling interactions and theirs coordination. Recently, however, we have identified parts of this hardware and described the mechanism of signaling interactions and theirs systemic coordination.
Here we have to ask why do plants evolve mechanisms in which excess light and its spectral composition regulate SAAR? In dense canopy, light intensities are strongly reduced, therefore the majority of leaves are in shade and prone to pathogen attack. 12, 17 SAAR is in fact a mechanism in which plants use the disadvantages of being partly exposed to excess light to strengthen, for example, immune defenses in the dense canopy zone. Another possible answer to the above question is a light training of young naïve leaves. Let's imagine when young leaf or flower is emerging out of a plant, it would be nice for that leaf or flower to know about the conditions in which it is going to emerge. Older, more experienced leaves that actually are acclimated to outside conditions can train naïve emerging young leaves with the PEPS and cellular light memory mechanisms. This explains why plants possess a natural capacity to absorb more light energy than that required for photosynthetic CO 2 assimilation. They need changes in transthylakoid ΔpH, NPQ in different sectors of non-stressed leaves, leaves exposed to excess light and leaves undergoing SAAR are observed. Rephrasing this information, we can say that different group of chloroplasts and cells in the same leaf under identical constant and stable light, temperature and relative humidity condition have different opinion "what to do" in such conditions (Fig. 1A) and tests different scenarios of possible future development (like different military exercisers during peace time). But cells and leaves exposed to excess light represent one clear opinion: use as much NPQ as possible (Fig. 1B) (like in a real war zone). Moreover, leaves that are still in shadow (Fig. 1B) also have a different opinion that they had just one hour before (Fig. 1A) of the same Arabidopsis thaliana rosette that was partially exposedto excess light and are undergoing SAAR (like mobilization for war). Is this a sort of physiological game or exercisers or behavior of plant leaves?
information. This mechanism has to convert quantum information encrypted in the light intensity and energy ("color of light" or wavelength) into PEPS that specifically regulate physiological responses (cellular light memory and SAAR) in the whole organism. Our recent results 17 allow us to suggest that plants actually work as a biological quantum computing device that is capable to process quantum information encrypted in light intensity and in its energy with help of NPQ and quenched singlet stages, transmute it into analogous (PEPS) information and finally is capable to physiologically memorize it with help of q p , O 2 .-and H 2 O 2 . Taking into consideration the above and that representative reaction towards stimuli from internal chemical reactions or external environmental factors are in fact describing thinking process in leaving organisms, plants can actually think and remember. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 1A and B where emergent, dynamic and independently distributed ) and were partially exposed to excess light (eL, 2,000 μmol photons m -2 s . changes in PePS (mV) were measured in bundle sheath cells of eL exposed leaves and in leaves undergoing SAAr. One bundle sheath cell of directly exposed leaf and another in a leaf undergoing SAAr were measured during whole experiment (60 min with 15 min periods of light on and off). Strong plasma membrane electrical potential changes were observed directly after switching on and off eL. Pattern of PePS changes in directly eL exposed leaves and leaves undergoing SAAr in LL are symmetric. When depolarization is observed in eL exposed leaves, hyperpolarization is induced in systemic leaves. Other experimental data are presented in Szechynska-Hebda and colleagues. this absorbed energy in excess for optimization and training of light acclimatory and immune defenses.
In summary, plants solve their optimal light acclimation and immune defenses (SAAR), photosynthesis, gas exchange and transpiration with help of a mathematical algorithm (cellular automation) 27, 28 in which input, output and processing of the data are all accomplished using the same hardware. Our experiments 17 identified some parts of this hardware, which includes quantum-redox sensing and changes in PSII (e.g., changes in transthylakoid ΔpH, in NPQ and redox status of the glutathione and plastoquinone pools), PEPS, ROS/hormonal circuits and finally the cellular light memory. Probably, this is the most elegant system that evolved in complex photosynthetic organisms, since it uses absorbed photons energy in excess by some leaves to improve survival chances of a whole plant. Animals have their network of neuron synapses, electrophysiological and PEPS circuits and memory. Plants however have their network of chloroplasts connected by stromules, [30] [31] [32] [33] electrophysiological and PEPS circuits transduced by bundle sheath cells and cellular light memory that regulates SAAR. Our results suggest that plants are intelligent organisms capable of performing a sort of thinking process (understood as at the same time and non-stress conditions capable of performing several different scenarios of possible future definitive responses), and capable of memorizing this training. 17 Indeed leaves in the dark are able to not only "see" the light, 8, 34 but also are able to differently remember its spectral composition and use this memorized information to increase their Darwinian fitness. 17 
